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FOG PRODUCTS

LE MAITRE G300 FOG MACHINE
The G300 is the most technically advanced fog machine available. By
simply changing the output mode and the fluid, it safely doubles as a
water base hazer.
131-145 G300 Fog Machine
131-148 DMX Interface Remote

MAGNUM PRO 2000 FOG MACHINE
A high performance, 1700w smoke machine using microprocessor-
based technology and a specially designed long life heating element.
The output of this unit is variable, allowing for control from a small
trickle to a huge blast.  The remote control unit plugs into the back of
the machine and includes auto-timing and memory functions.  A slave
hook-up allows for an infinite number of add-on units.  One 17 foot
cable is included.  On board tank capacity is 9.5 liters.
131-165 Magnum Pro 2000

ROSCO CHILLER MODULE
Used in conjunction with chemical fog machines, Rosco’s
chiller module utilizes solid dry ice to produce a low-lying fog
effect. The unit requires a hose adapter to work with a fog
machine.
131-198 Chiller Module
131-185 4” Hose Adapter
131-187 Ducting Hose 4” x 25’

ANTARI X-SERIES FOG MACHINES
Antari’s professional line of fog machines include aluminum cast
heaters, customized Italian pumps for silent operation, low fluid
indicators, interchangeable control modules, a high efficiency
vaporizing system, circuitry that is protected from external power
interference, as well as wireless, DMX and timer control options.

131-400 X-510 1000W Fog Machine, 10,000 cu.ft./min., 2.5 liters
131-415 X-515 1500W Fog Machine,  20,000 cu. ft./min., 6 liters
131-420 X-530 3000W Fog Machine, 40,000 cu. ft./min., 6 liters, 200V

ANTARI FAZER
This 1000W Fazer outputs 3500 cu. ft./min. with a 12 min. heat up
time. Tank capacity of 2.5 liters.

131-425 X-310 Fazer

ANTARI ICE LOW-LYING FOG MACHINE
This machine produces low lying smoke without the inconvenience of
dry ice. Place up to 22 lbs. or ice into the ice chamber to cool the
smoke produced by the 1000W smoke machine contined in the unit
and watch the floor disappear. A full ice chamber can last up to 12
hours or 80 minutes with constant use. Full DMX control.

10,000 cu.ft./min. output with a 4.5 min. heat up time and tank
capacity of 2.5 liters.

131-090 Antari ICE Low-Lying Fog Machine
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SNOW MACHINES

BUBBLE MACHINES

131-502 Little Blizzard
131-505 Little Blizzard DMX
131-500 Little Blizzard SP
131-508 Little Blizzard SP DMX

131-545 Gallon Extra Dry Fluid (travels up to 50’)
131-547 Gallon Dry Fluid (travels beyond 50’)
131-549 Gallon Dry 100 Fluid (travels beyond 100’)

BUBBLE MAX SYSTEM
Capable of outputting 1200-1400 bubbles
per minute, the bubble max system
leaves the lowest residue of any bubble
machine system.  Bubbles can fly 40’
through the air.  The large reservoir
allows for a continuous three hour
output.

131-405 Bubble Max System

BUBBLE FLUID
131-410 Bubble Fluid, 1 Gallon

BUBBLE BLAST
American DJ’s Bubble Blast machine
has dual fan output.

131-300 Bubble Blast Bubble Machine

BU-350
Get hundreds of bubbles per minute
from American DJ’s BU-350.

131-306 BU-350 Bubble Machine

MINI BUBBLE MACHINE
This 6 1/2” mini bubble machine from CITC
runs on AA batteries or with the included
AC adapter.

131-304 Mini Bubble Machine

PEASOUPER
This compact dry-ice unit features four-stop flow rate control and a
dry-ice capacity of approximately 20 lbs for a running time of 5 to 10
minutes.  Hose and Hose adapter optional.
131-070 Peasouper
131-072 Ducting Hose Adapter, 2.5”
131-187 Ducting Hose, 4” x 25’

LITTLE BLIZZARD SNOW MACHINE
The Standard Little Blizzard can run continuously without overheat-
ing. It has insulation for quietness, a flake-size adjustment paddle,
two-speed motor, and a remote control. Heavy duty rust-proof
housing. DMX version available. One gallon fluid lasts 20-50 minutes.
Snow will fly up to 100' out and 40' wide.

Little Blizzard SP Features additional soundproofing and is three
times quieter than standard.

FOG MACHINES

DYNO-FOG II
This is a medium duty fogger with 4,000
cu. ft. per minute output. It features a 1
quart removeable tank and a 10 ft. cable
with controller.

DJ2-525 Dyno-Fog II Fog Machine

FOG STORM 70
A great fog machine at a fantastic price.
It covers 3,500 cu. ft. per minute. 700
watts, 1 liter tank and wired remote.

DJ2-530 Fog Storm 700
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FOG FLUIDS

ROSCO FOG FLUID
Ideal for use in theater, film, television, live entertainment and special
events, Rosco Fog Fluid can produce a wide range of effects -
anything from a heavy cloud to light wisps. It is designed to provide
maximum hang time.
131-235 Rosco Fog Fluid, Liter
131-237 Rosco Fog Fluid, 4 Liter

Rosco Stage & Studio Fluid
For those occasions where certain fog effects need to dissipate
quickly or to create low-lying effects . Used with all Rosco fog
machines, it will produce an effective theatrical fog and then
disappear. Used in conjunction with a Rosco fog machine and a
Rosco Coldflow, or Rosco Chiller Module the Stage & Studio Fluid
generates an excellent low-lying fog effect.
131-231 Stage & Studio Fluid, Liter
131-233 Stage & Studio Fluid, 4 Liter

Rosco Light Fog Fluid
One of the latest additions to the Rosco line of fog effects, this
economical water-based fluid delivers exactly what the name says:
a lighter fog effect. When combined with compressed air in the Model
1600, PF-1000, or Intelligent Fog System, Rosco Light Fog Fluid can
achieve a good haze effect.
131-228 Light Fog Fluid, Liter
131-230 Light Fog Fluid, 4 Liter

Rosco Clear Fog Fluid
Rosco Clear delivers the exact same effect as Rosco Fog Fluid, but
does not have the colorant or scent additives.
131-214 Clear Fog Fluid, Liter
131-216 Clear Fog Fluid, 4 Liter

Rosco New Hazemaker Fluid
Specially developed for use with the Rosco Hazemaker and
Hazemaker 2. The absence of oil in this fluid insures that you won’t
find an oily residue on your delicate electronic equipment or in your
moving lights. It is water soluble, but specially formulated to prevent
condensation from forming on your gear. New Hazemaker Fluid was
created using the same family of components as Rosco’s Fog Fluid
but is specifically constituted to create a haze effect.
131-208 New Hazemaker Fluid, Liter

DIFFUSION IN A CAN
Diffusion in a can is a safe, odorless, convenient way to
create an atmospheric haze without using a large diffusion
machine. Ozone-safe, non- toxic, odorless, and convenient.
Each 8 oz. can will easily fill an average-sized studio or
sound stage. Particles continue to work until ventilation
removes them.
131-375 Diffusion in a Can 8 oz.

LE MAITRE FOG FLUIDS
Molecular Fog Fluid
This thick, clean, white fog begins to dissipate as it warms at a
quicker rate than regular Fog Fluid. Create a dense, low-lying fog
and stimulate a “dry-ice effect” (when chilled).
131-270 Molecular Fog Fluid, 2 Liter
131-272 Molecular Fog Fluid, 4 Liter

Pro Beam Fog Fluid
Produces a clean, dry, odorless, slightly less white fog that “hangs”
in the air 2-3 times longer than Regular Fog Fluid.
131-290 Pro Beam Fog Fluid, 4 Liter

Regular Haze Fluid
This water-based haze provides a consistent, long-lasting, dry haze
effect that leaves no residue (when used with H175 or H300
machine).
131-254 Regular Haze Fluid, 4 Liter

Neutron Haze Fluid
This fluid is specifically designed for use in the Neutron range of
haze machines.
131-280 Neutron Haze Fluid, 2 Liter
131-285 Neutron Haze Fluid, 4 Liter

131-780 Antari Standard Fog Fluid, Gallon
131-782 Antari Performance Fog Fluid, Gallon
131-784 Antari Low Lying Fog Fluid, Gallon

For use in “ICE” low-lying fog machine ONLY
131-796 Antari Oil Based Haze Fluid, Gallon

For use in Haze Machines only

ANTARI FOG FLUIDS
Antari premium fluids are optimized for best
performance. They are manufactured with de-
ionized pure water containing absolutely no
impurities, prolonging the life of your machine.
Manufactured with pure polyfunctional alcohols
used by the food and cosmetics industries.
Absolutely no recycled raw materials are used
in manufacturing process. All fluids have been
certified as NON-TOXIC when utilized for
intended use.

FANTASY FX “Fog in a Can”
Fantasy FX spray smoke in a can is an non-irritating haze in
an aerosol can. Fantasy FX is not a sourcy, billowy smoke. It
creates a fine, odorless mist in the air to reveal and enhance
light beams. Completely non-toxic, meets EPA standards, and
is “ozone safe” with no CFC’s.
131-370 Fantasy FX, 8 oz., Regular
131-372 Fantasy FX, 8 oz., Lockdown

DJ FOG FLUID
Generic water based fog liquid, leaves no residue or odor.
131-220 DJ Fog Fluid - 1 quart

DF50 DIFFUSION FLUID
131-250 DF50 Diffusion Fluid, Gallon
131-251 DF50 Diffusion Fluid, Quart


